Petition Notice #2 – What Must be Done to Truly Empower Parental Choice in Alberta Education

The Petition ad (attached) was launched province-wide in 23 papers starting May 30.
Petition collection closes September 30, 2020.
Dear Clergy
”If not you, if not your congregation or parish, and if not now;
then who will stand for Christ and when?”
Request of Clergy and Laity
Please pass on to your fellowship the knowledge of this petition and the opportunity to take an
individual stand for rationality, improved accountability, and meaningful parental “oversight” and
“choice” in their children’s education and sexual development. Note there are a myriad of issues
related to the legislation and policies that may never be remedied. Petition signatories neither wish
to eliminate GSAs nor put an end to SOGI self-identification at schools. The petition aims for a safer
and more rational/reasonable balance of stakeholder interests by returning to parents their due
rights, powers, and responsibilities, as the “primary guides and decision-makers with respect to the
child's education” (Education Act, Dec 2019), especially while their children are not adult/mature
enough (age 5 to 15) to understand the nature and consequences of GSA/SOGI-related decisions and
associations.
Why this Request
References:
A. Bill 10 Court Challenge Organization Petition forms, instructions and background.
B. Last email, Petition Notice #1 - Alberta Parents and Christians are Losing the Societal “Tug-ofWar” for Influence Over the Sexual Development of Their Children, June 2, 2020
C. Alberta Government Bill 15 – Choice in Education Act, 2020
D. What is Hidden Behind GSA Law and SOGI Self-identity Policies.
If the existing affirmative action legislation and policies on behalf of LGBTQ students, while in
attendance at school, become accepted governance and precedence, what argument could possibly
prevent the state’s empowerment of children to independently SOGI self-identify while at home, at
church or anywhere, starting from age 5, if not younger? Left unchallenged, Alberta society is only
one increment away from asserting parents cannot interfere at any age with their children’s choices
of: (1) SOGI self-identification; and (2) association with whomever and whatever group they wish.
Both outcomes will be asserted under the mantra of sacrosanct SOGI self-identity rights. One does

not need a prophetic gift to see the orchestrated offensive on social conservative and/or faith-based
families and institutions. Furthermore, time is running out in which to remedy the situation.

The hopeful news is the current denial of parental rights to be informed and consent are the result
of policies, not laws. Nowhere in the Alberta Education Act, Dec 2019, is parental consent over GSA
attendance or SOGI self-identity addressed. Indeed, the Education Act, Section 58.1 (1), requires
school boards to provide notice to a parent of instruction or exercises in subject matter related to
human sexuality. The decision to deny parents the right to consent to their child’s attendance in a
GSA was a last-ditch call by the Prentice PC government, and has now been continued by Premier
Kenney. At the first UCP policy forum, May 2018, then Leader Kenny over-ruled 57% of the Party’s
delegates who voted in favour of parental advisory and consent for GSA membership. This policy
decision must be remedied. The petition is the most efficient grass-roots means to give concerned
citizens a voice and influence towards this aim.
Parents, whether religious or non-religious, social conservative or progressive, raising straight or
LGBTQ children, have the right to know with whom their children are associating, what
indoctrination and instruction they are receiving, and what other activities in school, and off school
grounds, their children are involved in. They have a right be informed of the organizational
standards, politics, ethics and agendas of all organizations in the GSA “club-network-advocacy
agency” chain. Note that school boards, district superintendents, principals, and teachers have no
legal or administrative liability/accountability, and no mandate to set standards for what takes place
within the GSA “club-network-advocacy agency” chain, on the internet, in schools, or off-site.
GSAs were portrayed by advocates as peer-led support, social and activist clubs. It was argued that
these clubs needed no more oversight than student-led chess or sport clubs. Any requirement for a
formalized club constitution approved by a principal or school board and made public was seen by
proponents as discriminatory to LGBTQ students. The only institutional interface with the club
identified in GSA law is a staff liaison/facilitator person to help establish the club and assist in
organizing club activities. Nothing was established in law regarding the relationship of the club or
facilitator to the Alberta GSA Network. Indeed, GSA law (now the Education Act, Dec 2019) makes no

mention of GSA Networks and places no constraints on the roles of so many associated sexual
minority advocacy groups. The clubs, networks and so-called “Community GSA Supports” have been
given “chart blanche” by the government to achieve self-selected goals, objectives, methodologies
and agendas. The point is the “club-network-advocacy agency” chain: iSMSS – GSA Network Centre for Sexuality – altView Foundation - Camp fYrefly - etc. is not set out in law (School or
Education Acts) or regulated by government.
Even parents who are indifferent to the sexual development paths of their children are still
accountable and lovingly responsible for their children’s mental/physical wellbeing and safety. All
parents need to know what their 5 to 15 year-olds are doing and thinking. In contrast to the
unaccountable, unregulated and unlegislated existence of the “GSA chain,” without government
enforced standards, consider that Girl Guides of Canada has an 82 page manual titled “Guiding
Essentials Standards at a Glance” covering matters such as adult member screening, police records
checks for adults, code of conduct, termination of membership, girl protection, girl misconduct,
required training, incident reporting, and safe guide for risk management of activities.
Whether parents in your parish or congregation have their children attending public school, separate
school, charter school, private school or a home education program, there is one reality all Alberta
parents cannot escape. Our federal and provincial governments are intent on radically and harmfully
altering the long-standing state-family (state-parent-child) relationship: (1) particularly eroding the
authority, rights and influence of parents in their children’s sexuality development and education;
and (2) empowering children, starting at age 5, to secretly and independently join a Gay-Straight
Alliance and/or SOGI self-identify while at school, without parent knowledge and/or approval. At
Ref. C, “choice” in education is heralded and framed as freedom to select from the types of
education authorized and affirmed in the proposed amendments to the Education Act, including the
Preamble:
WHEREAS parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that may be provided to
their children.
WHEREAS the Government of Alberta recognizes public schools, separate schools,
Francophone schools, private schools, charter schools, early childhood services programs and
home education programs as being valued and integral in providing choice in education to
students and parents.
The Alberta Education Act, Dec 2019, already contains the following Preamble statement:
Whereas parents have the right and the responsibility to make informed decisions respecting
the education of their children.
Moreover, the Education Act, Dec 2019, Section 32, reads:
A parent has the prior right to choose the kind of education that should be provided to the
parent's child, and has the responsibility to act as the primary guide and decision-maker with
respect to the child's education.
What does a “right and responsibility to make informed decisions respecting the child’s education,”
in all practicality, mean when children ages 5 to 15 are empowered to deceive/mislead their parents
while at school? Alberta GSA law and the SOGI self-identity policies of Alberta Education offer no

choice to the parents of well over 700,000 Alberta students. GSA law and SOGI self-identity policies
have granted children independence from their parents a decade earlier than ever before. The
“parent-child” rights graphic (below) illustrates the unprecedented disenfranchisement of parenting
rights and responsibilities and the extraordinary level of deconstruction of family autonomy vis-a-vis
the state.

Under long-established family and child welfare laws, parents are entitled to due legal process and
issuance of a court order before the state intervenes in parent-son/parent-daughter child rearing
dynamics or normal family autonomy. GSA Law not only circumvents due legal process, but also
breaches conventional age-based child-parent consent laws, i.e. prerequisites to reach ages 16 or 18
to have enough maturity to move beyond the need for parent approval in key life choices along their
path to adulthood. The sound function, solidarity, and autonomy of the Alberta family have
traditionally rested on child welfare “due legal process” and numerous legal consent thresholds
regulating parent-child relations. Moreover, if not overturned/defeated, federal law (Bill C-8, An Act
to amend the Criminal Code (Conversion Therapy) and municipal-level legislations to ban all
heteronormative counseling could force parents to spend up to five years in jail for trying to help
their son accept his male body, or for helping their daughter to accept her female body. The bans

are intended to end heteronormative counseling of sexually wavering/confused children and SOGI
self-identified children who wish to change some or all aspects of their emotional, psychological,
social, lifestyle, and behavioral lives impacting their sexuality.
All said, parents - faith-based or secular, with children in any of the authorized “types” of schools or
home education programming, need to consider where Alberta society will be 5, 10, 20 years out,
should GSA law, SOGI self-identity rights at school, and restrictions on heteronormative sexuality
counselling, become established/common place, without needed legal remedies and
implementation constraints. This is no time to miss the big picture by assuming somehow society is
unfolding as it should, or by assuming nothing can be done. This is no time to cocoon assuming
somehow you can protect your children from the unprecedented, overwhelming, and fundamentally
anti-Christian/anti-child/anti-family legislation and governance policies. May the Holy Spirit open
eyes and remove the “Can’t we just get along” mindset of many, and the too prevalent notion that
Alberta’s 700,000 plus students are not part of God’s “mission field.” Things are not as they seem,
not as portrayed in the media, not as represented by politicians on the left or right. Attached as Ref.
D., is an “iceberg graphic” intended to show what proponents of GSA law and SOGI selfidentification policies (both UCP and NDP parties) want you to see and believe; and what has been
hidden to most Albertans.
Thank you.
Peace and Grace in Christ.
Carman Bradley
--------------------------------------------This email distribution includes some 700 pastors and priests. Bill 10 Court Challenge Organization is
longsuffering on the cause of parental rights and Christian influence in Alberta governance. If you
wish to be removed from the email list please indicate so by requesting removal to
feedback@Bill10CourtChallenge.Org. If you wish to discuss further how you might help promote this
petition please email using the same address.

